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The organization of settlement in highland Yemen
during the Bronze and Iron Ages

T.J. WILKINSON

Until the early 19800 when Alessandro de Maigret rec
ognised and defined for the first time the Bronze Age of
south-west Anlbia (de Maigret 1990), IIJ'Cbaeologists
we'" faced with an embarrassing gap in the cultural
sequence of Yomen. This gap, between the Neolithic
and the late second millennium Be was, moreover, bal
anced by an equivalent gap in our geographical knowl
edge of the IIJ'Cbaeology of early communities in the
Yemeni highlands. Although a number of r<:connais
sanees had been made of the highlands south of San~i\
the lack of a ceramic sequence inhibited the recognition
of early settlement. Not only is it now possible to start
to fill in this chronological gap with • range of Bronze
Age and Iron Age cultures, we can also discern some
patterns in the distribution of settlement. Here various
facton; that influenced the development of landscape
and settlement structure in the: Dbamir region are de
scribed from the late fourth millennium BC up to the
recent pas!-

Since 1994, six seasons of IIJ'Cbaeological surveys
have been conducted in the Dbamir region by a team
from the Oriental Institule, Chicago. These studies have
demoostraled thai from at least the early thin! millen
nium BC, the highlands of Yomen were occupied by
numerous villages and towns. This paper will examine
the macroscopic structure' of the landscape, and will
describe bow settlements related to large intermontane
basins, route aystems, and other la""scape features. The
cultural landscape will also be examined within the coo
leX! of environmental cbange as deduced from sedimen
tary oequeuces recorded through ancient lakes and
mmbes. This approacb enables us 10 see bow cultural
developmenl bas occurred in the conleX! of a changing
physical environment

The Eavlroameatal 8equeate

It is now well atlested that the Indian Ocean monsoon
strengthened considerably following the last glacial
maximum (around 19,OOO BP), with the result that the

period between around 9000 and 3000 BC was signifi
cantly moister thao today. This is well ilIusttaled by so
called proxy climate records derived from sedinvnts
accumulated in the adjacent ocean basins. For example
the ratio of key elements such as zinc to aluminium var
ies according to the upwelling of Indian Ocean watm,
whicb itself is mainly determined by the strength of the
Indian Ocean monsoon (Sirocko 1996) (Fig. 1). Conse
quently as the proportion of zinc to aluminium increases
it can be inferred that the monsoon strengthened and
more rainfall fell over south-west Arabia. Fig. I also
indicates the approximate duration of lakes in interior
Arabia and higbland Yemen, together with the cbrono
logical range of the bumic palaeosols recorded in the
Dbamir area, and sediments inlerpreled as being the
result of soil erosion (Wilkinson 1999). Finally, the
number of archaeological sites recovered by the Dhamir
survey is shown to provide an indication of cultural ac
tivity.

11 is evident from Fig. 1 that the duration of Arabian
lakes and the bumic palaeosol (Jabrin soil, see Wilkin
son 1997) coincides closely, but not exactly, with the
peak in Zn:Al ratio and therefore monsoon rainfall. On
the other band, sediments resulting from soil erosion
largely accumulated aIIer this peak and occupy the pe
riod of drier atmospheric conditions. Finally there ap
pears to be a significant increase in the number of sites
in the Bronze Age, aamc:ly those of thin! and second
millennium BC date; again this is when climatic condi
tions were somewhat drier than before.

Unfortunately, although a large number of radiocar
bon determinations exist for lakes in the interior of Ara
bia (Robens 1982; Uzine ., 01. 1998), al present there
are only two daleS on lake development in the highlands
of Yemen. Nevertheless, as in the interior of Arabia,
these dates suggest thaI lakes or man;bes were in exis
tence from at least 9600 to 6050 BC (Fig. 2). Moist
conditions are also implied, although with I... cer1llinty,
from the presence of the distinctive mid-Holocene pa
laeosol (the Jabrin ..,il) whicb bas yielded a large num
ber of daleS between 9000 and 3000 BC (Fig. 2). Over-•
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d). The date ofBronze Age sites in the Khawliin. (After de Maigrel 1990). f). The chronological range ofvalleyfills
resultingfrom soil erosion. f). The number 0/archaeological sites 0/various periods recorded by the Dhamiir

survey up until 200J.

all, the alternations of wet and dry conditions in the
Yemen highlands are best illustrated from a deep sec
tion exposed in the side of a well just below the village
ofaJ-AdhIa [Allla'] to the west of Dhamir.

no aJ-Adbla SectIo.

This sequence consists of some 5 m of sedimentary lay
ers deposited in a small basin that is now entirely culti
vated. The lowest levels consist of a yellowish red soil
containing calcium carbonate concretions that clearly
developed under a dry or semi-arid soil climate during
the late Pleistocene (Fig. 4). After this, environmental
conditions appear to have become slightly moister until
around 10,000 BC, when a lake or marsh containing
freshwater molluscs developed. This wet episode ap
pean to coincide with the beginning of the npid in
crease in global tempenltur< and strengthened monsoon

conditions that occurred at the very beginning of the
post glacial period (i.e. around the 11,880 DP date on
Fig. I). Tbe pool nr lake then shallnwed so that a peaty
marsh (black humic clay) fotmed. which was then fol
lowed during the mid-Holocene by the development of a
deep sequence of humic soils. Although the sequence at
aJ·Adhla is not sufficiently well dated to be interpreted
in detaiL. we can infer from other sectiOIUi in the area
that this dark brown mid-Holocene: soil continued to
develop until around 3000 Be, after which loam, sand
and clay eroded from the surrounding hills accumulated
in the valley floor. These mineral sediments show DO

sign of having accumulated in a moist or humic envi
ronment and for this period of some 3()()().5000 yean
one can infer that either environmental conditions bad
become somewhat drier or there was more soil erosion
as a result of increased human activity, or a combination
of both. On Fig. 4, this phase of increaaed lI<CIt-
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Survey Sample Con1ext Lab. No. Conventional Calibnlted 2 sigma
No. C-14 Age B.P. range B.C.

OS 228.1.2.130 Arch. charcoal Beta 117426 3890:!: 80 B.C. 2575-2130

OS 66 Op2J4 Arch. charcoal Beta 101067 4070:!: 80 B.C. 2880-2440

OS 226.C.3O.81 Arch. charcoal Beta 117420 4270 :!:70 B.C. 3030-2630

Moshak 1a)'9f b CIIarcoal in pa- Beta 78544 435O:!: 60 B.C. 3095-2880

IaeosoI

OS 228.1.5.153 Arch. charcoal Beta 117427 4470:!: 50 B.C. 3345-2925

OS 226C.33.105 Charcoal in pa- Beta 117422 452O:!: 50 B.C. 3360-3035

IaeosoI

P~ 57 nr. Dhamar Organic horizon 4630:!: 80 B.C. 3370

aI105-15Ocm

OS 226.C.18.103 Charcoal in pa- Beta 117421 4810:!: 70 B.C. 3715-3375

IaeosoI

OS 297.1.c Charcoal in pa- Beta 117428 5690:!: 70 B.C. 4715-4365

IaeosoI

OS 297.1.d Charcoal in pa- Beta 117429 592O:!: 70 B.C. 4940-4620

IaeosoI

P~ 24 Risabar Organic horizon 6010:!: 90 B.C. 4900

at 75-95cm

OS 226.C.17.118 CIIarcoal in pa- Beta 117423 6290:!: 70 B.C. 5335-5060

IaeosoI

$add Adh-Ohra' II, Charcoal in pa- Beta 90836 6290:!: 70 B.C. 5335-5060

#2 IaeosoI

$add Adh-Dhra' Charcoal in pa- Beta 90837 7080:!: 140 B.C. 6175-5635

II,' 1 IaeosoI

P~ 22 Oa Jahran SheU 7210:!: 90 B.C. 6050

$add adhDhra'a Peat 9260 :!:60 B.C. 9000

al-Adhla (WP 333) SheI Beta 155780 10060 + 60 B.C.10150-9330
=

FIGIIJU: 1.1IJJdiocarlJon detmninorions from soils and lake dqxJsits in 1M Dhamiir area.
C4librotions ill ila/ics an approxintote only.
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Survey sample No. Lab. No. Conventional Calibrated 2 sigma
C-14 Age B.P. range B.C.

OS 101: Dp 4/5 Beta 101071 2590:!: 60 B.C. 830-530

OS 228.1.4.116 Beta 117424 3000:!: 90 B.C. 1430-940

OS 228.1.14.126 Beta 117425 3050:!: 80 B.C. 1450-1030

OS 66: Sd.l.Un.l Beta 90835 31oo:!: 120 B.C. 1620-1005

OS 101: Dp 316 Beta 101070 3260:!: 60 B.C. 1670-1410

OS 101: Dp 312 Beta 101069 3510:!: 60 B.C. 1960-1670

OS 66: Sd.l.Un.2 Beta 90834 3600:!: 60 B.C. 2145-1735

OS 101: Dp 4/8 Beta 101072 3730:!: 70 B.C. 2320-1920

OS 66 Dp 4/1 Beta 101068 3860 :!:SO B.C. 2470-2130

OS 228.1.2.130 Beta 117426 3890:!: 80 B.C. 2575-2130

OS269-3~ Beta 167968 3940:!: 70 B.C. 2590-2210

OS324HSSl601 #11 Beta 156625 4070:!: 40 B.C. 2870-2570

OS 66 Dp 214 Beta 101067 4070:!: 80 B.C. 288D-2440

OS324HSS1501 #6 Beta 156626 41oo:!: 40 B.C. 2870-2570

OS 269.1.18 Beta 167967 4120:!: 40 B.C. 2870-2570

OS 269.3.34 Beta 167970 4440:!: 40 B.C. 3350-3010

OS 228.1.5.153 Beta 117427 4470:!: 50 B.C. 3345-2925

OS 269.3.24 Beta 167969 4480 + 50 B.C. 3360-3010-
FIGURE 3. Radiocarbon determinations from Jour Bronze Age sites in the Dhamiir Qrea..

mulation of mineral soils and sediments is represented
by the transitional soil and the anthrosol above. the lat
ter having accumulated at least partly as a result of the
construction of valley floor terraced fields.

Chronology of Brooze Age sites

So far, five Bronze Age sites from the Dhamlr area
have supplied radiocarbon dates that contribute to an
overall chronological framework for the Yemen high
lands (Wilkinson, Edens & Gibson 1997; Edens & Wil
kinson 1998; Edens 1999). The sites of Jublibst al-Juriif
(OS 169), Hayt ai-Sua<! £I:IaYl Sawlid] (OS 324), and
l;Iammal al-Qi< (OS 101) wen: excavat<d under the di
rection of Chris Edens, whereas Sibal (OS 66) was ex
cavat<d by McGuin: Gibson and Chris Edens, and Khar-

raib (OS 228) by McGuin: Gibson and Krista Lewis.
Radiocarbon determinations demonstrate that the earli
est ceramic·using horizons recognised in the highlands
around Dbamir occur in the lower levels of Jublbat al
Jwiif (OS 269; cf. Fig. 3). These date from the late
fourth millennium Be. Other early occupations have
been daled 10 the fil1l1 half of the third millennium BC al
Jublbal al-Juriif as well as at Hayt ai-Sua<! (OS 324).
Radiocarbon determinations from Sibal (OS 66) suggest
a long span of occupation ranging from the early or
mid-third millennium BC until around 1300 BC, bUI
dctenninations from cultural layers associated with ar
cbilccture and middens fall in • IWTOwer third and early
second millennium BC BIlge. On the other hand,
l;Iammat al-Qli' appealS to have been occupied mainly
during the final pan of the third millennium and
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FIGURE 4. A sutch section through the sedimentary sequence at al-Adhla {Apla']. west ofDhamiir.
and iriferred environm~ntal conditions.

the first half of the second millennium BC. The latest
Bronze Age occupation falls in the range 1200-1300 BC
at Kharraib. In some cases the span of radiocarbon dates
appears to be longer than would be e"peeted from the
depth of stratigraphy, and it is therefore possible that
certain early dates (such as the earliest from KharTaib:
OS 228) may relale to stray pieces of charred material
resulting from pre-occupation clearance activities. This
does DOt appear to be the case for the dates from Jubibat
aI-JurUf and Hayt ai-Sua<! when: the radiocarbon deter
minations are from charcoal contained within a strati
pphic sequence of cultwa1 deposits. Jubibat aI-Jwilf
and Hay! al-Suad were excavated in the 200t season
and their cultwal sequence and palaeobotanical remains
will be reported by Chris Edens and Heidi Ekstrom in a
future volume ofArabiQn Archaeology and Epigraphy.

Settlemeat aad cUmate cbaage

The latest evidence from Jubibat aI-JurUf indicates that
ceram.ic-using societies were already in place during the
moist interval of the mid-Holocene. In other words,
some sites that have been identified as Bronze Age OD

the basis of meagre and Jess diognostic assemblages

may in fact be as early as the late fowth millennium Be.
Overall, it is apparent from bolb the Indian Ocean cores
and the numerous relict lakes in the Arabian peninsula
that environmental conditions did dry significantly dur
ing or immediately after the third millennium. Morc
over, there was also a clear increase in the number of
sites in the: late third and second millennium BC (Fig.
I). Since some of these sites were as large as S ha. it
appean that there was • significant incrcasc: in human
activity in the Bronze Age, an increase which occurred
in the face of a drying climate (Fig. I). The combination
of increased human activity and • drier late Holocene
climate would have placed significant suess on ecosys
tems: climatic drying would place a stress on the plant
conununities, whereas increased human populations and
their domestic livestock. would have both rcmoved
vegetation and disturbed ground conditions (Wilkinson
1999).

Bronze Age sites in tbeir laadsupe coatest

Typically in the Dhamir r<gioo a large number of ar
chaeological sites occupy hill- or plateau-lOp locations.
This is particularly the case for those of Bronze Age
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FIGURE 5. A plan ofthe building at the west end ofHoyt
al-Suad[/fayl Sawiid}.

Although many settlements in the DbamIr region are
on high points, they are not necessarily on the highest
remote hills, but occupy plateaux or hills that were con
venient for lower ground (presumably for access to cul
tivation and pasture), but which also provided some
measure of security. Certainly l;Iammat al-QAc (Wilkin
son, Edens & 8Bmltt 2001) was an eminently defensible
site, whereas others such as Kharraib (DS 268: Edens
1999) and Jubftbat a1-Juriif (OS 269) were situated nn
plateaux which overlooked lower ground on one side,
but with a plateau on the other. It bas also been ob
served that many Bronze Age sites are located close to
wadis that could be readily temeed (C. Edens, pe=naI
communication) or perhaps could be converted to check
dam cultivation, as has been recorded at Sedd adh-Dhra'
[Sadd ai-DUrrah] (Wilkinson 1999). Overall, many
Bronze Age settlements can be seen to occupy situations
that combine a measure of security (and perhaps the
status of a hilltop location) with access to agricultural
and pastoral resources that were available on the plain.

Valley floor resources must have included marshes
or meadows that developed on the dry or drying early to
mid Holocene lakes. So far, the Dhamir project has
located three main areas of relict lakes: (a) in the Qi<
Jaluan, whicb is by far the largest, (b) in the area be
tween Mahnashah and sile OS 281 (see below: Fig. 8),
and (c) near al-Adhlah. to the south-east of M8$na<at
Maryah (west ofDham!r). In the case nfthe Qi' Jahrin,
the presence of a lake was first recorded by Acres
(1982), and sections recorded by member> nf the
Dhamlr project show that lake deposits and overlying
hwnic soils extended to within I kin of the Bronze Age
site of Hawagir (OS 293). In addition, nwnerous minor
basins appear to have contained verdant valley floor
meadows, which remain in the form of the humic hori
zons of buried soils.

Such valley floor meadows and marshes would have
provided excellent grazing for flocks of sheep and cat·
tie, which would, in tum have contributed to the wealth
of the local communities. Sucb a relationship is most
evident at the site of Hawagir (DS 293) which sprawls
over some 15-20 ha on what 1S now the edge of the cul~

tivated QiI,< Jahrin plain near to the relict lake. This site
was investigated by three soundings in 1999, and ac~

cording to the pottery recovered, occupation dates to
some time in the secnnd millennium, probably during
the second half. Although this site is difficult to evaluate
because of its disturbance by post Bronze Age fields, it
is by far the largest known Bronze Age site in the re
gion. Following the abandonment of Hawagir sometime
towards the end nf the Bronze Age it wu replaced by an
Iron Age site (OS 291) positioned on the summit of the
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date. For ex.ample Hayt al-Suad, discovered in 200 I,
consisted of numerous rectilinear buildings scattered
across a dipping plateau of brown vesicular volcanic
rock overlooking a valley eroded in softer volcanic ash,
tuffs and gabbro. Although many building plans were
incomplete, one large structure was measured in the
lower (western) pan of the site. To the east, where quar
rying had removed much of the archaeological midden.
two large buildings with up to 1.60 m depth of occupa
tion deposits were panly excavated under the direction
of Christopher Edens. Throughout this c. 3 ha site.
building stones were large (> I m in length and 1 m
high) rough blocks hewn from the vesicular volcanic
hilltop. In the main part of the site, blocks were set up
right to fonn rectangular chambers, the largest of which
measured 14.00 x 3.50 m together with additional rooms
(Fig. 5), although in the section excavated by Edens
large blocks were laid flat on top of one another.
Whether these two contrasting building styles represent
a chronological difference in architecture remains to be
seen.
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distinctive peak illllJltAiately to the south.
Equally imporlllnt in the case: of Hawagir is the loca

tion of this site on what appears to be • major ancient
oonb-soutb route through the highlands This route re
mains in use today as a series of nortIHouth seeton of
local routes that skirt the eastern side of the lake basin
(Fig. 6). Not only are seven! large sites located along
this route, but also there are wayside cisterns (0 on Fig.
6), as well as at least two groups of inscriptions. A short
distance to the DOnh..east of Hawagir. Qatabanian in-

scriptiom refer to a nearby temple which might have
formed a wayside shrine located at a convenient and
well shaded stoPPing point along the route. A second
group of inscriptions along this route 0CClmi below Haid
Sayan. where • series of inscribed graffiti occur near the
base of the bill. Finally, a pair of distinctive and impOT
tanl sites (OS 326 and 342) face each other across the
route immediately to the south of~bah.

Rather than positing that any single factor contrib
uted to the location of Bronze Age settlement, it seems

-
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FIGURE 6. The area of1M Qa Johnin to the north ofDhomar showing 1M approximole
limits ofthe early/mid Holocene lake. three north-sOllth roules (/-3), andsome major siles

mentioned in the tut. North is 10 the lOp. The highland area is above roughly 2400 m
above sea level.
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FIGURE 7. The buildingal al-'Aqir (DS 341) (lOp right). at the $0_
.scale as a group ofBronze Age buj/dings al KJrarraib (DS 118).

(Drawn by E. Barban... and G. Barran).

on the east side of the wadi and the ancient route, and a
small c. I ba building complex (OS 342) on the west
side or the WAdI Jubhan. OS 342 includes the remains
of a building the plan of which suggests that it may have
been a major Brooze Age building of specialized func
tion (Fig. 7). This large building contrasts markedly
with the typical Brooze Age buildings or other settle
ments investigated, which mainJy consisted of elongated
structures of apparently exclusively domestic function.
In contrast to the standard Bronze Age bouse of the
Yemen highlands, the al-<Aqir building consisted of a
durable double wall 16 m north-south x 19 m east-west.
which enclosed an area comprising a forecourt to the
east and a group of rooms to the west (Fig. 7). Centrally
located within the rear range of rooms was a 6 x 6 m
room with smaller abutting chambers to the east as well
as a range of other rooms built against the back wall.

•
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:' . " .; ..,.'

'. ~.'

......." ..
.....: -.
.' '.:', ,..

more likely that there was a tension between different
struetuntJ elements of the landscape. At least four con
tributory factors can be suggested:
1 The presence of grazing within the centres of many

basins provided an excellent resource which, by be
ing capable of sustaining large flocks or berds, may
have generated some degree of wealth for local
communities.

2 A location close to some form of terraceable or cul
tivable land either on slopes (as at l:Iammat a1-QA()
or on minor wadis would have provided essential
food supplies.

3 HilI- or plateau-top locations provided some meas
ure of defence or security for communities, and in
some cases, such as at l:Iammat aI Qa< I this may
have been formalized by the construction of a circuit
defensive wall (Wilkinson, Ede.u & Gibson 200 I).

4 The presence of north-south route
systems would have increased the
opportunities for the exchange of
goods, and, because people (and per
haps animals) moved along them,
this could have increased the de
mand for food and other supplies at
roadside settlements.
Specifically, the site of Hawagir ap

pears to have occupied an optimwn lo
cation for access to pastures in the basin
centre, as well as a key position adja
cent to a major north-south route. On
the other hand, the site has minimal
defensive capabilities, except that it is
adjacent to a prominent hill immediately
to the south, which after Hawagir's
abandonment was occupied by the Iron
Age settlement OS 291 (Jabal Asaro).
Other Bronze Age settlements such as
ijammat al-Qa< have excellent defen
sive capabilities, but valley floor graz
ing, although present, was probably less
extensive than around Hawagir. This
site too may have been positioned on a
north-south route (Route 3, below).

Also apparently oriented on the an
cient north-south Route 2, is a pair of
sites Kharaba. Jubhan (OS 326) and al
'A.qir (or KhAniq: OS 342) positioned
on opposite sides of the north-south
valley lrnown as the Widi Jubbln (Fig.
6). These sites comprise a large Iron
Age and Brooze Age complex (OS 326)
extending over some 3-4 ha of plateau
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The enclosure was entered from the south via a monu
mental entrance, or alternatively the rooms could be
accessed by a second smaller entrance from the west.
Surface pottery suggests 8 Bronze Age date for this
building as well as for neighbowing structures. AJ·
though the function of the main building can only be
guessed at, it is possible that it was used to control or
watch over the movement of people and goods travel·
ling along the main north-south route that went past the
site. In addition., the site of aI.cAqir also included the
remains of several other wcll--construeted buildings of
unknown function.

On the other band, little can be said about Kharibal
Jubhin because the presence of intensive Iron Age 00·

cupation as well as post-Iron Age fields has disturbed
the earlier Bronze Age occupation., which is now only
hazily evident in the form of scatten of potsherds of
apparently Bronze Age date.

The presence of a major north-south route can be in
ferred with greater confidence further to the south. Here
a series of major sites or possible sites of iron
AgeIHimyarite date form a disccm.ible alignment
roughly along the line of the present Ib1>-Dbamir road
These sites (Fig. 8) are, from nottb to south, aI-l:Ierrin
(OS 180, immediately to the nottb of Dbamir), Dbamir
(which itself is a mounded settlement and has yielded
inscriptions), Dbamir Qarn (OS 240), Khirbet aI
l:Iusayn (OS 212; Barbanes 2000: 212-213), Riblt
'Amrin (OS 226), and Zafir (DS 9). In the case of
Zafir, this major senJemen~ the capital of the kin8dom
of l:Iimyar, is tuck.ed away 00 a side valley overlooking
the north-south road from Ibb to Dbamir. That this road
was not the only route linking~ with the north is
demonstrated by the presence of a well--constructed
paved road from Zafir that crosses the bead reaches of
the Wid! ShaJilah a= (Lewis 2002).

Conclusions

Overall, no single over-riding factor should be seen ..
having determined senJement locations in the Yerncni
highlands. When 8 site occupics a hilltop, it benefits
from a secure location., whereas it sacrifices its access to
fields, pastures, or in some cases any neuby route sys-.
terns. On the other hand senJements like Hawagir nouId
take advantage of (and perhaps grow rich from) their
access to both verdant valley Ooor J>llSlu= and a major
noJth...south route, but this was at the expense of secu
rity. Every location therefore repreaen1ed a trade-<>ff
between economic, political aDd IOCW advantages.

The possible existence of inter-regional routes
through the area, bowever, adds an interesting dimen
sion to site locations, and so far three routes have been
=guised (Routes 1-3 on Fig. 6). Although the routes
nottb of Dbamir lack the classic diagnostic features of
ancient Yemeni roads such as stonc paving. Routes 2
and 3 do exhibit occasional stretcbes boWlded by panli
lei walls of stones. These form a common feature of
traditional and ancient relict tracks in Yemen as well as
elsewhere in the Near East. Significantly, there is not
just one but at least three alternative routes to the north
of Dbamir. The westernmost (Fig. 6: I) is the modem
metalled road through Ma'blr and thence to the y ..!all
pass and San'I'. The central roule (Route 2, described
above) runs by Hawagir, below os 342, and to the east
of the QI' JaJuan. Finally a third roUle (Fig. 6: 3) is
aligned futtbcr to the east below Manqadah and the QI'
as-Sawld, through the town of Zarijah (which also in
cludes a Himyarite site, OS 323) and then north through
the village of Ohira<.

Of these routes, the modem metalled road was cer·
tainJy in use in the late nincteenth century when Harris
passed through Ma'bir and the 01' Jahrin en route for
San'l' (Harris 1893: 264, 283-85). Moreover if it is true
that one of the cisterns along this route bore a
Himyaritic inscription inscribed into the plaster, as Hat·
ris reports (1893: 283), then this route must extend back.
some 2000 years.

Regarding Route 3, according to Clive Smith (per
sonal communication) Ohira< aJ-Kalb is on the route
from Dbamir to San'I', taken by Sinan Pasha during his
campaign in Yemen in 1569-1571. This route, which
was to the cast of the present Ohamir-SanCI~ road. nor
mally was made in about six stages. Ohira' a1-Kalb was
half way between Dbamir and San'I' and may have
corresponded to the modern village of Dhinl' to the
nottb of Zarijah. This Zarijah route was used by Jour
dain in 1609 (Clive Sntith, personal communication)
and later by Niebuhr in 1763 (Niebuhr 1792). By 1917
it existed as an alternative and shorter track over very
mountainous COWltty; impossible for wheeled traffic but
practicable for pack. animaJs.1 Interestingly it was Route
3, which was indicated to the field team by a Yemeni
col1eague in 200 I as being the earlier IJojj route to
Sancl~ and onwards to Mecca.. As with other 10ng
distance routes in Yemen this was defined by occasional
stretches of pantllel walls on either side, and also fea.·
tured one or two plastered cisterns of uncertain antiq
uity.

The presence of three possible allernative long- dis
tance routcs to the north of Ohamir should not occasion
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surprise. It seems perfectly natural to expect tha~ de
pending upon local political conditions, it might be dif
ficult to rely on any single road. therefore an alternative
road or two would always have been welcome.

Overall, several Bronze Age sites appear along
Route 2. Although the evidence for a route at this early
date is hardly strong. the alignment does become
clearer, especially to the south during the Iron Age and
Himyarite periods. The above-mentioned Iron Agel
Himyarite sites may therefore have developed along
what may have been a long route system running north
south through the highlands, and may even have ema
nated from as far away as the vicinity of Eudoimon
Arabia (Aden) and ultimately may have extended to
SancI' and northwards.

At the beginning of this paper it was observed that
the archaeology of the Yemen highlands was little un
derstood or appreciated until the 1980s. The now clear
evidence that exists for 8 relatively dense pattern of set
tlements from as early as the third millennium BC (and
indeed beginning in the fourth millennium) suggests
that the highlands may have formed a core area around
which the later incense trading kingdoms developed.
Whatever the merits of this case, it is interesting that
major settlements such as Hawagir as welt as the pair
Kharibat Jabb!n and al-<Aqir (OS 342 and 326) appear
to have developed along a possible major north-south
route. This could have represented an inteN'egiona1
linkage that was in use as early as the second millen
nium BC. The presence of an Iron Age route through
the highlands may therefore relate to the further
strengthening of trade links that developed throughout
south-west Arabia when the region became much more
closely tied via trade to the Hijaz and the Levant. Nev
ertheless, to return to an earlier theme, it was probably
the tension between a number of environmental, ~
nomic and political variables that was more significant
to site locations than anyone factor alone.

It can be argued that despite the higblands being
well~watered relative to the sunounding lowlands, cli
male change made this area less verdant during its main
period of growth during the third and second millennia
BC. Nevertheless, the bighlands continued to be more
attractive for long lerm sett.lement than the interior de
serts, and perhaps this contrast was more marked during
the last few thousand years when the interior deserts
became uninbabitable for all but the DlOSl well adapted
mobile pastoralism. That there was direct movement of
population from the desert to the highlands remains to
be demomtrated, howevCT_ It seems reasonable to sug-

gest that long~istance routes may also have started to
contribute 10 the structure of the settlement pattern as
early as the Bronze Age, and although these routes may
have been a factor in the growth of some settlements,
the availability of large areas of potential pasture on the
highland basins must also have been a major contribu
tory factor to the wcalth of the local chiefdoms. Equally
during all but the most peaceful of circumstances, these
local leaders and their communities would have bene
fited from being positioned in higher, defensible loca·
tions. Presumably each factor must have contributed, in
different degrees, to the location, prosperity, and sus
tainability of these Bronze Age communities, with the
result that the factors underlying settlement choice
probably varied considerably from place to place.
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